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Answer all the questions.

1 Clare is learning first aid.
(a)

She finds out about the ABC code.
Finish the code by writing in the meaning of each letter.
One has been done for you.
A = ............................................................................
B = ............................................................................
circulation
C = ............................................................................
[2]

(b)

In an emergency Clare knows she should phone the emergency services.
(i)

What phone number should she ring?
......................................................................................................................................... [1]

(ii)

Put a tick (✓) in the box next to one thing she must tell the emergency services.
what time it is now

where she is

what the weather is like
[1]
(c)

Clare practises compressing the heart on a model.

What is the job of the heart?
................................................................................................................................................ [1]
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(d)

Arteries are connected to the heart.
Answer true or false to each of these sentences about arteries.

(i)

Arteries carry blood to the heart.

(ii)

Arteries carry blood at high pressure.

(iii)

Most arteries carry oxygen rich blood

[3]

2 Glyn likes to exercise by playing hockey.

(a)

(i)

Suggest what happens to Glyn’s heart rate when he starts to play hockey.
......................................................................................................................................... [1]

(ii) Explain your answer.
..............................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................... [1]

(b) What does Glyn’s heart need to work?
Put a ring around the correct answer.

carbon dioxide

nitrogen

oxygen
[1]
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3 Ben eats a lot of fried food and is overweight.

(a)

Finish the sentences.
Choose the best words from this list.

always

enough

sufficient

will

not enough

will not

All people who have a high fat diet ......................................... get heart disease.
Because one case is ................................................. to show a pattern.

(b)

[2]

Ben is worried about getting heart disease.
What advice could you give him?
.....................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................ [2]
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